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[Edit] this was the first of a series of posts regarding BofA. You can see my second one which digs deeper into ETF
exposure. Link

My third digs into a mechanism for a potential bankruptcy, and shows their 90+ day short position doubled during Q1
which further confirms my thesis link

Thanks!

TL/DR It's possible that Bank of America is holding the biggest bag in the Gamestop saga

Note: This is just a theory, and I am not advocating anyone to do anything with their BofA accounts. Just some
information I found and felt an obligation to share. I am not a financial advisor.

If you owe the bank $100 that's your problem. If you owe the bank $100 million billion, that's the bank's problem.
-J.Paul Getty

Good afternoon Apes of the world. For the past couple of weeks, I've been digging into reports, and news articles looking
for evidence to connect Bank of America to the naked shorting situation and to postulate who may be holding the bag at
the end of this saga.

Now I'm still new to building DD's and if I am incorrect please forgive me and I will try my best to fix this article. If anyone
has additional information to refute or support my claims they are welcome as it's the best way to find the truth. I would
also like to thank u/Alert_Piano341 for their considerable help and hours of research. I won't even touch that their
building is always lit up on weekends/holidays (Veterans day...really guys) and that they were one of the trading
platforms that restricted trading in January.

Hypothesis: Bank of America is the biggest bagholder in the Gamestop saga.

Supporting Evidence:

The 15 Billion Dollar bank bond.

On April 16th Bank of America issued a $15 Billion dollar bond. Now given they had an extremely strong quarter, why
would BofA need the additional collateral?

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/bank-of-america-tops-charts-with-15-billion-bond-deal-the-biggest-ever-from-a-bank-
11618606409

BAC needed that 15B bond for insurance

https://www.foxbusiness.com/business-leaders/bank-of-america-expects-to-increase-dividend-share-buybacks-ceo-
moynihan
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watch this video at the 1:30 mark..... "assuming we get through the stress test...." he catches himself and is like I HAVE
TO BE SUPER CONFIDANT HERE.

I can't find one other article or media post about the liquidity test anywhere, and here is the CEO mentioning it in
an Interview....it was on his mind.

The Citadel Link

So the MM has a special exemption that allows them to Naked short the securities for the sake of market liquidity and
they classify them as "Securities sold but not yet purchased" labilities. Market Makers have been fined for naked shorting
before but nothing has been done to really curb it and the fact that we have two companies with expanding balance
sheets show it's being abused right now.

Citadel specializes in Option naked shorting, and because of GME they have an ever-expanding bag of SHit. There
"securities Sold but not yet purchased" went up to 57.506 B this year with 32.386B of it in Options. To recap Abbot told
us the liabilities are valued at fair value, and that this will be an issue for citadel in the future. I think it is going to be an
issue for someone else as well.

Citadels Liabilities

Notes from the financial statement for Sussqhana and Citadel

Susqhannas note makes it perfectly clear that the assist and liability are just on paper, the clearing broker can just sell their shit when needed

Let's check what Citadel says about its Prime Broker ---->

Who is holding Citadel's bag of shit?

https://preview.redd.it/81qoys0o3c371.png?width=1849&format=png&auto=webp&s=59f520ffac6c99438bdc71bea8828f316bbe5dae


T his is also found in Citadels 2020 Annual Finacial report "A substantial portion of Citadels' options clearing and Financing activities are with BAML"

BAML (which stands for BANK OF AMERICA MERRIL LYNCH) or now BAC is the prime and clearing broker for 96.69%
of all the net derivative assets of Citadel Securities? They are holding the 57.6 Billion Bag on Citadel Poo... 32,386 Billion
of it in options, with a ton of those, are going to explode in their face or be worthless.

Something to consider...

Virtue Capital annual report

https://sec.report/Document/0001592386-21-000005/

They could note that their payment for order FLOW more than doubled in 2020 with the rise of RH .....

what do you think about Citadel's Payment for order flow (Virtue is a publicly traded company so we have their expense
data you will not find it for citadel) but Virtue and citadel are competitors. this article says Virtue does 9.4% while citadel
does 13.4% of the market in December of 2020. so if Virtue is paying 758M for order flow in 2020 Citadel is paying at
least a 1B.

https://outline.com/SxAFCy

https://sec.report/Document/0001592386-21-000005/
https://outline.com/SxAFCy
https://preview.redd.it/cs6ttvrt3c371.png?width=444&format=png&auto=webp&s=ba2786ba9188af17b17ecb9ca7a48db6f9d7aacb


Virtue Capital payment for order flow

then they could look at Citadel's debt (most MM don't take on debt ....because they print money, they are not supposed
to have the liabilities citadels has and they may have a simple line of credit but Citadel got a direct cash infusion last
year. They sell options they don't own yet (with the expectation they won't have to purchase most of them)......shit

The Loan

They issued a 1.653 billion loan to Citadel, when they also recently raised the 15 Billion for their bond. SMH

The New Hire?

A key piece of information that I came across that I thought might support our thesis was the recent hiring of Executive
David Kim. David Kim was the head of equity client solutions at Bank of America and was recently hired by Citadel
Securities (link below). Now, this is speculative, lets say there's a new hire named Mavid Jim, would it be possible that
Jim has signed off on some terrible credit/increased risk, and jumped ship on some hidden backdoor deal?

https://preview.redd.it/zxiwz08z3c371.png?width=2061&format=png&auto=webp&s=893e2be704b6a4ccf04812be93199ea49c72f9a8
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https://www.efinancialcareers-canada.com/news/2021/04/david-kim-bank-of-america-citadel

Look for the usual suspect

I speculate that Bank of America also contributed heavily to the naked short selling of the so-called meme stocks (most
likely Gamestop GME and Bed Bath and Beyond BBBY, as they are the stocks their analysts mentioned). In an article as
recent as 2018 its been documented that BofA has paid the most fines out of all the major players since the 2008
financial crisis. It would appear that the rules simply don't matter to them.

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/banks-have-been-fined-a-staggering-243-billion-since-the-financial-crisis-2018-02-20

The 13F Filings

In recent 13F filings on whalewisdom you can see that Bank of America does hold decent-sized Put positions on GME
and AMC. As holding these put positions are a legal loophole way of holding a short position and resetting an FTD, I
believe it's possible that they also took short positions against these meme stocks. As both organizations would benefit

https://www.efinancialcareers-canada.com/news/2021/04/david-kim-bank-of-america-citadel
https://www.marketwatch.com/story/banks-have-been-fined-a-staggering-243-billion-since-the-financial-crisis-2018-02-20
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from colluding an aggressively short position, they could drive the price down and both mutually profit.

https://whalewisdom.com/filer/bank-of-america-corp-de#tabform4_tab_link

The recent Bank of America Q10 Quarterly report

I decided to do some digging and when I was looking through the cashflows on their most recent quarterly report a figure
under trading and assets/liabilities I found this gem.

The net change in cash from derivative assets/liabilities from 2020 to 2021 was a womping deficit of $53.756 Billion or a
difference of $83 Billion from the prior year. That's just what is reported. I tend to believe that it's probably worse than
that.

Page 47 on their recent Q-10

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0000070858-21-
000063/0000070858-21-000063.pdf

The Bullshit Push for Silver

Who else thought it was total bullshit when the media spewed out that Reddit was into Silver, and that it was the new
Gamestop? Who on earth would benefit from crowds of people moving to purchase silver? Honestly if/when Gamestop
moons everything is Gold Plated. Silver is shit.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/business/silver-stocks-surge-1.5895790

https://www.northernminer.com/fast-news/bank-of-america-sees-further-upside-potential-for-silver-in-2021/1003825311/

The Roaring Kitty

It seems that our beloved Roaring Kitty knows something is up with Bank of America as well. In his recent Twitter post,
he shows a scene from Baby Driver (A great film, check it out). It would appear there has been a Gamestop logo inserted
just above a Bank of America ATM. Interesting stuff.

https://whalewisdom.com/filer/bank-of-america-corp-de#tabform4_tab_link
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Bank of America ATM and the GME logo

The closed locations:

Currently, hundreds of Bank of America locations across the United States are currently closed. It was definitely sus. To
my understanding, some of these locations were being boarded up due to the trial of George Floyd (RIP). This was very
strange as some of these banks were being boarded up after the verdict of the trial, and it appeared no riots would
happen. I understand that with the shift to mobile/online banking there is less need for physical locations, but does that
facilitate about 1/5th of all locations been temporarily closed (I did a sample of several states and came across 1/5th. I
wasn't about to spend a day checking all 4600 locations but I welcome someone else with more time on their hands to
take a look).

Bank of America Analyst Shitting On GME

"GameStop missed EBITDA estimates, which was a big negative for Bank of America analyst Curtis Nagle. The analyst,
which rates the stock at Underperform with a price target of $10, said the company missed EBITDA estimates by 66%"

"This is not a good quarter," Chukumba said. "I will be listening to how they're going to pull a rabbit out of the hat and
turn this into a viable company."

Chukumba said GameStop needed "some magic beans and pixie dust" to help the company going forward. He dropped
coverage of the stock in January.

https://www.benzinga.com/analyst-ratings/analyst-color/21/03/20322372/gamestop-analysts-react-to-q4-earnings-
company-needs-some-magic-beans-and-pixie-dus

Conclusion: Based on all the evidence provided above, I asked the question, who else could be the biggest big holder
at the end of all this? If Archegos is a much smaller hedge fund and contributed to 10+ Billion dollars in losses to Credit
Suesse, then I speculate that the losses from the margin calling of Citadel and Susquehanna could be magnitudes
larger. If you also consider the short selling of securities from BofA itself, it is entirely possible for 100+ Billion dollars in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zSoA7T-XCKg&t=39s
https://www.benzinga.com/analyst-ratings/analyst-color/21/03/20322372/gamestop-analysts-react-to-q4-earnings-company-needs-some-magic-beans-and-pixie-dus
https://www.benzinga.com/analyst-ratings/analyst-color/21/03/20322372/gamestop-analysts-react-to-q4-earnings-company-needs-some-magic-beans-and-pixie-dus
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losses. Let me know what you think. Again big shout out to u/alert_piano341 for their help/contributions.

Note: If someone could get me some Bloomberg shots for a few of the major banks that would be great! Ideally BofA,
JPM, GS please and thanks.

**if you choose to use any of this in a DD please reference this article as it took a lot of hard work.

https://www.reddit.com/u/alert_piano341/
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The Bank of America and Gamestop DD 
update. Swimming in Puts, ETFs, and the new 
NSFR rules

Hello Apes,

First off I would like to state none of this is financial advice. I am not advocating anything, but am simply sharing things
that are found, and asking questions. What makes this community great is the collective hive mind in questioning
everything, digging through the bullshit from the MSM, some insane level macroeconomics theory/data science, and
memes. If anything I post is thought to be not accurate please share a constructive counterargument. It's important that
together we come to the truth.

Additionally, given several different macroeconomic contributions, I believe a crash was going to happen with or without
meme stocks. The banks are having a collateral squeeze, corporate debt is insane, margin debt is at record highs, and
inflation is through the roof. Imagine you lose all your stars in the final round of Mario Party but you also shit yourself.
The US economy was screwed regardless, we just found a cheat code to hedge our $$$.

Prerequisite DD

The Complete Bank Of America Gamestop DD

I would also like to give a shout-out to u/Horror_Veterinar for his channel and opening up come of this wormhole. Also,
shout out to u/criand for suggesting I repost as this originally didn't get much visibility.

I also have to credit u/Munoz10594 with his analysis of the last earnings report. I snipped part of his DD and added it as
it further proves the argument.

Hypothesis

Large hedge funds cannot be forced to close without putting Global Systemically Important Banks (G-SIBs) at risk.

Introduction

Now my journey started when I first saw the significant losses that banks occurred from the Archagoes Captial
Management scandal. It was found that Bill Hwang used 6 different financial institutions to gather capital on margin to
facilitate his trading. We all know how much of a turd sandwich that turned out to be for Creditt Suisse. As a family fund,
he wasn't required to report much of his day-to-day operations. Once I realized the damage that a family fund which is a
fraction of the size of Citadel Securities, I thought it was worth looking into whom they use for their financing, and
ultimately would be holding the bill.

the archegos collapse reference

DD 
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Archegos/ Bank Loses

Now I'm not super fluent in legal jargon but I did come across the legal limit that Prime Brokers can extend credit up to
50.0% for margin requirements.

According to Susquehanna 2020 annual report (X17-A5), its Prime Brokers consist of Merrill Lynch and Goldman Sachs.
If Susquehanna is forced to liquidate its assets due to a Margin Call and their assets do not cover the requirement the
responsibility falls onto their Prime Broker.

https://preview.redd.it/t5f4vkxso9c71.png?width=1011&format=png&auto=webp&s=51fcb2bc8260847616b1edb7bd23400e14904f9f
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On our best friend Kenny's Citadel Securities 2020 annual report (X17-A5), its Prime Broker and financing activities are
primarily tied to Bank of America Merril Lynch. If Citadel is unable to settle its position if it is forced to liquidate, the
responsibility is on BAML to settle the position.

Now, what is a G-SIB?

A global systemically important bank is a bank whose systemic risk profile is deemed to be of such importance that the
bank’s failure would trigger a wider financial crisis and threaten the global economy. The Basel Committee has
developed a formula for determining which banks are G-Sibs, deploying criteria including size, interconnectedness, and
complexity. National regulators subject banks determined to be G-Sibs to stricter prudential regulation such as higher
capital requirements and extra surcharges, or more stringent stress tests.

Its off PUTing

As we have come to know that there is a loophole in the RegSHO where Short Hedge Funds can reset Fail To Deliver

https://preview.redd.it/5s27dnayo9c71.png?width=1316&format=png&auto=webp&s=8e0113079680e1d75f5f5617143d73ef0ec1439a
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positions by holding put options. Thus it's important to look at which organizations carry the most put options. Now it is
possible to simply just have put options as many analysts believe that GME/AMC is currently overvalued against their
fundamentals. Just because they have put options doesn't necessarily mean you shorted GME but given the loophole
and the volatility, not sure professional money managers would want to bet against GME given its recent history. Where
there is smoke there's fire.

https://fintel.io/ss/us/gme (if you have fintel subscription)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVcorkjJlKM&t=428s (Charlie's Vids @7.00 Mark)

ETF WTF?

I also decided that it was worth looking at the ETFs that currently have the biggest exposure to GME in its index. When
you check the indexes at ETF.com the iShares Core S&P Small-Cap ETF (IJR) with 3.6 Million synthetic shares and
the iShare Russel 2000 index (IWM) with 1.37 Million synthetic shares of GME in its fund**.** There has been some
speculation that these banks/SHFs have been significantly shorting using ETFs. I decided to see what each organization
that had excessive put positions might have also had positions in the IJR and IWM index funds. As you can tell Bank of

https://fintel.io/ss/us/gme
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eVcorkjJlKM&t=428s
https://preview.redd.it/e76gt7b2p9c71.png?width=751&format=png&auto=webp&s=0cc134ac9c6f325f1bac9d7c317b6e7100254274


America is the Whale likely using synthetic GME shares indirectly with 35 Million shares of IJR & 34 Million of IWM.

I decided to add the iShare Russell 1000 index (IWB) due to the rebalancing the other day even if though ETF.com isn't
updated yet with GME, due to these organizations knowing that GME would have to be placed in.

https://fintel.io/so/us/ijr IJR

https://fintel.io/so/us/iwm IWM

https://fintel.io/so/us/iwb IWB

https://etf.com/
https://fintel.io/so/us/ijr
https://fintel.io/so/us/iwm
https://fintel.io/so/us/iwb
https://preview.redd.it/4geft7w4p9c71.png?width=1026&format=png&auto=webp&s=a59a1ac1c2ffbe2f5a72a078ad4a8750718f3f4e
https://preview.redd.it/1cknc5n5p9c71.png?width=1027&format=png&auto=webp&s=76c1104747ee30bc48a1390a8e9bf7f3530e93d4


Now given that Citadel Securities most likely had 50% of its 36 Billion in assets on credit with BAML and another
substantial amount tied to Susquahanna, prior to the run January squeeze. If they were sitting on that position while
shorting Gme at the $4.00 mark, you can only imagine their position now. If Bank of America also had their own short
position in Gamestop it is impossible for either Hedgefund to be margin called taking the bank down with it. If you read
my previous DD you'd know that the previous head of equity client solutions at BofA recently was hired by Citadel. I'm
sure he was very strict with risk management prior to resigning and getting his signing bonus (rolls eyes).

As shorting a stock has an infinite risk, it's mathematically possible BAML is sitting on a Trillion-Dollar shit bomb.

Fun reply from Gamestop regarding the Crash Series

Fun interaction with GME about Crash, he repeatedly jumps on the up arrow (nice)

https://preview.redd.it/47j2tf78p9c71.png?width=901&format=png&auto=webp&s=76f8db3912acb57ec9796b1bef2334c9e516e57d


So what now...

I know almost everyone and their dog has been calling for the SEC to jump in to stop the criminal shorting that has
occurred to our favorite Videogame retailer and movie theater. The chair of the SEC Gary Gensler knows what's going
on and Gamestop is working with them, but the SEC can't force any action without putting a Global Systemically
Important Bank (G-SIB) at risk yet. Any direct action against any of these organizations could cause a series of dominos
to crash. With the number of securities that are being held on margin in the US financial markets, if any systemically
important institution is put at risk the whole system is at risk. The whole system is propped up credit and no one actually
owns anything.

New banking reporting...

Right now the regulators realize the banks have severely fucked up this time. The banks know the regulators know that,
and the regulators know that the banks know the regulators know (yikes), but cannot prove it yet.

As of July 1st 2021, over 130 new changes/rules have been activated to the US Code Title 12. These codes are rules

https://preview.redd.it/rsbn8accp9c71.png?width=910&format=png&auto=webp&s=6d8412c4bde168283a01d2c52f1633d6b94004b8


distinctly for Banks and Banking. These new rules are in regards to liquidity risk measurement standards, and monitoring
(another shout out to Charlie's Vid's who has been actively digging through recent filings, new banking regulations, and
the weird ETF wormhole).

Starting 10 business days after July 1st (or July 15th), banks are required to maintain new liquidity ratios, changes
regarding risk management, they are required to disclose risk/capital, and will be more actively monitored. If they do not
meet the new requirements, each banking entity is required to share what they have done to move to these new
regulations, and what changes they will continue to take to become compliant. I don't particularly believe the banking
system wants to disclose what they have been doing, and when I have to make a bet I usually bet on crime, and I have
little faith in their self-reporting.

https://preview.redd.it/6wzlif5ep9c71.png?width=823&format=png&auto=webp&s=87902269cad78ad2320d640e630f653877ab1fa5


Q2 Earnings Report

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0000070858-21-
000079/0000070858-21-000079.pdf

Last Wednesday was earnings report day, but despite the positive spin, it's important to know that BofA is sitting on
paper losses, as they have not closed their real position/loss has not been realized.

Looking at today's earnings report you can see that the #1 industry to which Bank of America has exposure to credit risk
is for Asset managers and funds with just under 79 Billion in Q2 (an increase of 15.5% over Q1). I'm not entirely sure
Bank of America wants to eat a ~80 Billion dollar loss from defaulting hedge fund loans, nor would they want to have to
cover any additional losses from having to cover their clients' positions.

You can also see a significant increase in their liabilities for securities loaned or sold with the agreement to repurchase.
In Q2 that number was 213.7 Billion in securities sold short which was up 7% in Q1, and up 19.4% year over year. Now
imagine what that number might be if Gamestop was trading at its real value right now.

Asset managers and funds carry the most credit risk

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0000070858-21-000079/0000070858-21-000079.pdf
https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0000070858-21-000079/0000070858-21-000079.pdf
https://preview.redd.it/yeyf3utgp9c71.png?width=1145&format=png&auto=webp&s=908dc3b6e27e828faf41baa4c37dca2c448d424a


Securities loaned or sold with repurchase agreement has continued to grow

Snippet DD by u/Munoz10594 regarding their earnings report last week.

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/okjs13/bank_of_america_why_todays_earning_release_was/

https://www.reddit.com/user/Munoz10594/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/okjs13/bank_of_america_why_todays_earning_release_was/
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Conclusion

At this point, the banks know the jig is up. The MOASS will more likely than not happen. We know that these large
Hedge funds cannot be margin-called without repercussions across the economy. The question is do the banks flush the
system to shit? Can the regulator do anything? Or does an outside agent trigger it (maybe Blackrock or RC). It's possible
that the plan was to crash the market all along with commercial mortgage-backed securities (CMBS) collapsing, but no
one anticipated that retail could hack the system.

There isn't much anyone in retail can really do at this point except to support the business. We know that the system is in
a delicate balance and our friends at Gamestop (and maybe friends at Blackrock) hold a nuclear football with the ability
to force shorts to cover and start the cascade. I don't really believe the SEC or Ryan Cohen really wants it to come down
to that, but he does have that control. Don't feel bad when things turn to shit, as it's not retail's fault. The best thing you
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can do is educate yourself on how to preserve your wealth post-crash.

As for us, it is important to control what we can control. If you truly believe in the company support it.

1)Buy

2)Hodl

3)Learn

Cheers Guys.

TL/DR Its entirely possible that none of these giant hedge funds can be forced to close without a crisis to a G-
SIB (globally systemic important bank) like Bank of America.

Additional Interesting Info

What are you doing with that stock step CEO?

If you look at a recent form 4 from recent SEC filings you will find that Brian Moynihan recently gifted 30,000 shares or
$1.2 million of BAC common stock on June 16th. (Code G in this filling is Gift). Our buddy Brian also exercised some of
his stock options and sold an additional 737K of BAC common stock. How does one sell more shares without raising any
flags? You let someone else sell them.

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/current-reports?page=7##document-26382-0001127602-21-020180-2

History of fraud with customers' securities (from sec filing)

In 2016 the Securities and Exchange Commission announced that Merrill Lynch has agreed to pay $415 million and
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admit wrongdoing to settle charges that it misused customer cash to generate profits for the firm and failed to safeguard
customer securities from the claims of its creditors.

An SEC investigation found that Merrill Lynch violated the SEC’s Customer Protection Rule by misusing customer cash
that rightfully should have been deposited in a reserve account.  Merrill Lynch engaged in complex options trades that
lacked economic substance and artificially reduced the required deposit of customer cash in the reserve account.  The
maneuver freed up billions of dollars per week from 2009 to 2012 that Merrill Lynch used to finance its own trading
activities.  Had Merrill Lynch failed in the midst of these trades, the firm’s customers would have been exposed to a
massive shortfall in the reserve account.

According to the SEC’s order instituting a settled administrative proceeding, Merrill Lynch further violated the Customer
Protection Rule by failing to adhere to requirements that fully-paid for customer securities be held in lien-free accounts
and shielded from claims by third parties should a firm collapse.  From 2009 to 2015, Merrill Lynch held up to $58 billion
per day of customer securities in a clearing account that was subject to a general lien by its clearing bank and held
additional customer securities in accounts worldwide that similarly were subject to liens.  Had Merrill Lynch collapsed at
any point, customers would have been exposed to significant risk and uncertainty of getting back their own securities.

It seems that BAML simply does not care about the rules, and will engage in extremely risky trading situations with their
customer's securities. Given the risk that they are already engaged in, it is more than likely they are using their
customers' shares (whether consented or not) to hold off their gigantic losses.

https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-128.html

Don't mess with the Zoltan

This recent article from Bloomberg discusses how the use of the Reverse Repo market could lead to some volatility in
some unusual places in the market.

As we now know cash deposits act as liabilities on Bank's balance sheets as they pay interest to their customers, and
need collateral to offset this. Zoltan has been monitoring this closely. Bank of America should be literally swimming in all
the new cash that has been funneled into them through the stimulus cheques. He actually states they are on the lower
end post-pandemic regarding their bank reserves. Could they actually have a liquidity issue still?

https://www.sec.gov/news/pressrelease/2016-128.html


If institutions spend $400 billion of non-operating deposits on Treasury 

bills, which banks will lose those deposits? Probably those that grew the 

most during the pandemic, which were J.P. Morgan and Bank of 

America, where the sun1 of brokered and non-operating deposits grew 

by $200 and $125 billion, respectively (see charts on page 3 and 4). 

Maybe these pandemic deposits are just as sticky as pre-pandemic 

deposits, but maybe not. We'll just have to see. But if these deposits 

go, the J.P. Morgan portfolio will lend fewer reserves in the FX 

swap market, and Bank of America will have less excess reserves 

to fund its recent, "programmatic" purchases of duration. The 

liquidity posture of the lender of next-to-last-resort and the buyer

of-last resort will thus change. None of this is an issue for the 

banks in discussion, but it could lead to events in the markets - FX 

swaps, long-dated Treasuries, and MBS - that they backstop ... Bank 

of America enters this period with its reserves at the lower end of their 

post panden1ic range." 
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Bank of America is Short 
GME and is Positioned for 

a Potential Bankruptcy 
(semi debunked)





Possible DD 

Hello again my ape friends. So wow, did not expect yesterday's post to get as much attention. I apologize for the
reposting as the original argument was debunked. I have added some facts, some new relevant information and what I
originally posted for transparency, I want to remind everyone it is important to continuously fact-check each other to
make sure our information is accurate to maintain the credibility of this subreddit! Not financial advice, and I am not a
financial advisor.

Thesis: Bank of America (BAC) has begun their resolution plan for if they require bankruptcy Bank of America is
short GME and is positioned for if they need to proceed with a bankruptcy resolution; being a shareholder of
BAC during such an event would cause larger than normal losses.

What we already know:

1. BofA is the Prime Broker for the hedge funds with the worst positions and will be responsible for closing
said positions if they cannot close (96% of clearing for Citadel, and 1 of 2 PB for Susquehanna)

2. BofA has/had a significant Put position to potentially reset FTDs (17 Million via Fintel)

3. No Bank or Hedgefund has/had more GME containing ETFs than BofA. (70+ Million shares, These can be

Bank of America Is Short GME And Is Positioned For A Potential Bankruptcy (semi 
debunked post from last night)

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Possible%20DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/search?q=flair_name%3A%22Possible%20DD%20%F0%9F%91%A8%E2%80%8D%F0%9F%94%AC%22&restrict_sr=1
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used for shorting)

4. BofA's head of client equity solutions left to join Citadel after the Jan squeeze.

5. ~20% of BofA's locations have not reopened since last March

6. BofA issued a $15 billion dollar bond in April to raise cash

What is new:

On August 2nd, BofA released this prospectus. Under this submission with the SEC, they have the right to raise up to
$123 Billion dollars worth of debt, warrants, contracts, and different stock. If you think that this is a big number it's
because it is. (Their market cap is currently 320 Billion, 38% of their value)

Now the timing of this is not by accident. On July 1st over 300 changes were implemented to the Title 12 US Code on
Banking including the Net Stable Funding Ratio (NSFR). The rule is intended to support lending to households &
businesses during normal and adverse economic conditions. It is also complementary to the LCR (Liquidity Coverage
Ratio) rules, which focus on short-term liquidity risks. On July 16th, each member of the FDIC was required to open their
books and submit a filing of their NSFR on their liquidity, if they are short on the regulatory guidelines, and a plan of
action to rectify any such shortcoming.

§249.110   NSFR shortfall: Supervisory framework.

(a) Notification requirements. A Board-regulated institution must notify the Board no later than 10 business days, or
such other period as the Board may otherwise require by written notice, following the date that any event has occurred
that would cause or has caused the Board-regulated institution's net stable funding ratio to be less than 1.0 as
required under §249.100.

(b) Liquidity Plan. (1) A Board-regulated institution must within 10 business days, or such other period as the Board
may otherwise require by written notice, provide to the Board a plan for achieving a net stable funding ratio equal to or
greater than 1.0 as required under §249.100 if:

(i) The Board-regulated institution has or should have provided notice, pursuant to §249.110(a), that the Board-
regulated institution's net stable funding ratio is, or will become, less than 1.0 as required under §249.100;

(ii) The Board-regulated institution's reports or disclosures to the Board indicate that the Board-regulated institution's
net stable funding ratio is less than 1.0 as required under §249.100; or

(iii) The Board notifies the Board-regulated institution in writing that a plan is required and provides a reason for
requiring such a plan.

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001193125-21-232682/0001193125-21-232682.pdf
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(2) The plan must include, as applicable:

(i) An assessment of the Board-regulated institution's liquidity profile;

(ii) The actions the Board-regulated institution has taken and will take to achieve a net stable funding ratio equal to or
greater than 1.0 as required under §249.100, including:

(A) A plan for adjusting the Board-regulated institution's liquidity profile;

(B) A plan for remediating any operational or management issues that contributed to noncompliance with subpart K of
this part; and

(iii) An estimated time frame for achieving full compliance with §249.100.

(3) The Board-regulated institution must report to the Board at least monthly, or such other frequency as required by
the Board, on progress to achieve full compliance with §249.100.

(c) Supervisory and enforcement actions. The Board may, at its discretion, take additional supervisory or enforcement
actions to address noncompliance with the minimum net stable funding ratio and other requirements of subparts K
through N of this part (see also §249.2(c)).

Now banks don't behave like this for no reason, and it was very eerie the lack of any coverage of something of this
magnitude (anyone remember the negative coverage that GME & the theater company got when they raised cash). I
believe Bank of America stating it wishes to raise $123 Billion isn't something it wants to do. More likely than not they are
being forced to raise that amount to adhere to compliance with these new rules and to maintain enough liquidity for
short-term risk.

Evidence from their last Q-10

page 51 of 10-Q released July 30th

In their latest quarterly report, the net change in their trading and derivative assets/liabilities shows that in the first 6

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/quarterly-reports/content/0000070858-21-000084/0000070858-21-000084.pdf
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months of 2021 that they are a net loss of over $58 Billion in cash compared to the prior year. This may not be all due to
meme stocks but given the other evidence, I believe there is a significant portion.

(EDIT thanks u/dg_713) It would appear that I have an error in my accounting! So just because its a large
negative # does not technically mean it is a loss due to indirect accounting. You can see his counter DD in the
link below. I'll be the first to admit accounting isn't in my wheelhouse!

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/oycn59/re_bank_of_americas_potenial_bankruptcy_the_58/)

page 81 of 10-Q released July 30th

As you can see in their securities sold under agreement to repurchase that the amount of securities that were sold and
have not been purchased back greater than 90 days has ballooned over last year (almost doubled). One could argue
that these might be the "Meme stocks" that have grown significantly in value, to which BofA has been sitting on these
paper losses. This would also line up with our timeline of Q1 shorting. Currently, over $44 billion in shares need to be
repurchased to which are older than 90 days.

My debunked argument from yesterday post for transparency (still has valuable information)

According to the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) regulations are in place globally that require large
financial institutions or their regulators to develop resolution plans, also known as “living wills.” In the U.S., these plans
are required by Title I of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act and are intended to reduce
the economic impacts of a large financial institution’s failure on the economy and avert widespread destabilization of the
global financial system. As part of their risk management, the FDIC requires each bank to maintain contingency plans
describing resolution strategy under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code in the event of material financial distress or failure. (Link
below is BAC's plan)

https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/reform/resplans/plans/boa-165-2107.pdf

Bank of America's FDIC Bankruptcy Contingency Plan

As per their contingency plans, their filings states that as part of their strategy they are to consolidate their subsidiaries
under a single umbrella outside of the Bank of America parent. Under this procedure, it is possible to file for bankruptcy
for just Bank of America (BAC) rather than each branch of their business.

https://www.reddit.com/u/dg_713/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/oycn59/re_bank_of_americas_potenial_bankruptcy_the_58/
https://www.fdic.gov/regulations/reform/resplans/plans/boa-165-2107.pdf
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Under their contingency guidelines, the organization would create a new "point of entry" called "NewCo" which would
support their subsidiaries, while the parent BAC undergoes bankruptcy proceedings.
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Now I originally posted this earlier believing that this was new verbiage but I was debunked. The verbiage that they have entered an agreement with a

separate holding company has been on their prospectus's for a while now.

As I stated before I reserve the right to be wrong, and just wish to constructively contribute to this community. Cheers!

Additional info/prior DDs: If you would like I have been on the Bank of America train for several months now for their 
role in the Gamestop Saga. If you would like to check out my previous DD's that go over that connection please check 
out.

The Complete Bank of America Gamestop DD

and

The Bank of America and Gamestop DD update. Swimming in Puts, ETFs, and the new NSFR rules

What we can take away is they are already structured according to their contingency plan for if they need to resolve a
bankruptcy to their parent company. What we also learned is that if you are a shareholder of BofA their current plan
would have you taking significantly larger losses than if they did a traditional bankruptcy.

Conclusion:

In BofA's bankruptcy plan it states that prior to engaging in bankruptcy that they would transfer their assets, and
cash into a new holdings company as per its contingency plan. As per their outline, they have already moved to the
planned holdings company.

BofA may have been forced by regulators to significantly increase their liquidity as part of their short-term risk
mitigation.

BofA has shown that it is sitting on a debt of $44 Billion of securities that are older than 90 days. This timeline fits
with the price action of GME and other meme stocks in quarter 1.

In the event of a financial crisis, their current resolution plan states that holding BAC stock may result in more
damages to the shareholder than if they did a traditional bankruptcy.

Under this structure, BAC would send its Cash and Assets to a new holding company (above titled NB holdings).

The Smoking Gun/New Evidence (Debunked) (Edit for clarity: This was the portion that was debunked. Originally I
thought this was the first prospectus to mention they have entered into the holding agreement. As it turns out its been in
a few now**)**

Now what I found in the prospectus that was filed yesterday... (link below)

https://investor.bankofamerica.com/regulatory-and-other-filings/all-sec-filings/content/0001193125-21-
232682/0001193125-21-232682.pdf
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